
Camden’s Completed Covid-19 Interventions

Traffic filtering schemes implemented 
22/23 May:

Sandall Road
Constantine Road – Savernake Road
Wilmot Place
Clarence Way and Hartland Road

Pop-up cycle lanes:
Goods Way

CCC Meeting 22nd June 2020

http://camdencyclists.org.uk/suggested-covid-19-highway-interventions/


‘Experimental Traffic Order’ for each
“We know that there is an immediate need for 
this safety improvement in response to 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) so we are using 
Experimental Traffic Orders which once made 
can be brought into force relatively quickly.”

The above statement is based on:
● Predicted travel behaviour after lockdown 

and need to modify it.
● Posts on camdensafetravel.commonplace.is (now 

showing > 1100 separate comments/ 
suggestions, 0 - 20 ‘likes’ each)

● Input from CCC and LLS
● Camden officer analysis

“The experimental scheme will run for 18 
months and you are able to comment at any 
time on the changes we have implemented. The 
Council would like to carry out a full public 
consultation after the experimental scheme has 
run for 12 months and will take a decision as to 
whether it can do this nearer the time in light of 
the circumstances then prevailing.”

Cost of bollarded closure ~ £5-6k including the 
notification letter and engineering work.

https://camdensafetravel.commonplace.is/comments


Sandall Road: Bollard Closure

Not yet a LTN but a big reduction in traffic 
on Patshull and Bartholomew.



Constantine Road – Savernake Road: Bollard Closure

Creates a LTN comprising Constantine - Savernake 
and all the roads off them.



Wilmot Place: Bollard closure

Creates a LTN comprising Rochester Road, 
Wilmot Place and all the roads off them.



Clarence Way and Hartland Road: 2 Bollards + 1 to come



Clarence Way and Hartland Road: 2 Bollards + 1 to come

Creates a LTN as shown. Protects a school 
that has buildings on both sides of the 
Hartland Road:



Goods Way: Two pop-up protected cycle lanes

Segregated track created on both sides .


